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Fathom Events was founded in 2002 as a way to draw new audiences and fill movie theater

auditoriums on weeknights and other off-peak times. The vision was (and continues to be)

to make cinemas home to unique entertainment experiences beyond studio blockbusters.

Today, Fathom Events is the recognized leader in the event cinema industry, offering a

variety of world-class entertainment events in movie theaters across the globe. Fathom

gives audiences the best seats in the house to experience Hollywood’s biggest stars,

breathtaking performing arts, thrilling sporting events and fan-favorite movies. Audiences

also receive expert insights into beloved classic films, early access to Hollywood’s hottest

releases and big-screen presentations of original programming featuring the top names in

radio, television, faith and more. Fathom offers the opportunity to be fully immersed in

content that awes, inspires and entertains – all from the comfort of a local movie theater,

surrounded by fellow fans.

Fathom operates the largest cinema distribution network, distributing live and pre-recorded

content to the best theater locations in the U.S. and Canada. Fathom currently ranks as

North America’s 11th largest distributor of content to movie theaters, ranking right behind

Hollywood’s leading studios.
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Fathom also distributes content (28 titles in 2019) internationally to more than 45 countries

and over 2,100 screens worldwide.
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Fathom has built its reputation on delivering high quality

content and creating a unique experience around every title.

It is the only cinema distribution company that allows for

content owners to deliver both live and prerecorded events,

or widely distribute using DCP technology, all through the

Fathom network. In addition, Fathom’s events feature unique

additional content that is not available through any other

platform. It also provides complete marketing, PR and

distribution support, making it a one-stop-shop for content

owners.

In 2019, Fathom shattered event cinema records for a third

consecutive year with 25 titles grossing more than $1M at

the domestic box office, ending at a record $80M in total box

office revenue.

Fathom’s marketing and distribution prowess has continued

into 2020. Million dollar titles already include fan screenings

of GKIDS’ global anime smash Weathering With You ($2.7M+

gross domestic box office) and the Metropolitan Opera’s Live

in HD presentation of The Gershwins' Porgy and Bess ($3M+

gross domestic box office).
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